fMRI on Affective Stimuli in Patients with Paranoid Schizophrenia
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Abstract

We studied fMRI to neutral and negative emotional stimuli in schizophrenics with hallucinatory-paranoid syndrome in implicit situation to find the brain structures activated by these two categories of stimuli. It was revealed that in patients the number of activated structures was greater than in norm especially to neutral stimuli in limbic structures. The obtained results point to excessive and not precise reaction of the brain structures possibly caused by the decrease of central inhibition processes in schizophrenia.
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Introduction

The purpose of our study was to determine what brain structures are activated by stimuli of different emotional significance in implicit situation in patients in comparison with normal control obtained under the same conditions (fMRI) [1-3]. Our previous ERP [4] analysis showed that patients with pseudo-hallucinations, as a symptom of affective perception pathology can be linked to malfunction of physiological brain reactions to the same emotional negative stimuli as used in fMRI study. The comparison of the results of the brain structures activation, obtained by neuroimaging and ERP methods can help to understand the mechanisms of hallucinatory-paranoid syndrome [5,6].

Participants and Methods

Patients with schizophrenia F 20.0 in the ICD-10 (hallucinatory-paranoid syndrome) with the first episode, without neuroleptic therapy and cerebral trauma, aged 20 to 40 years (n=6, 2 women, 4 men). The value of positive symptoms for PANSS was 97.1±3.1. As a control group, subjects (n=5, 2 women, 3 men) without psychiatric disorders, aged 18 to 35 years were examined. All participants were right-handed, without neurological disorders. Stimuli: visual stimuli were pictures from IAPS base, adopted for Russian sample, different in emotional meaning—“threatening” and “neutral” (total 80 pictures, 40 in each category). There were landscapes, flowers and other positive things as neutral pictures and explosions, weapons, damages as threatening stimuli. Tomography and fMRI data was obtained on 3T tomography Magnetom Verio, Siemens. The regions are defined according to the MNI atlas. ERPs were recorded to the same participants and stimuli according to standard protocol.

Table 1: Main regions of fMRI activation at fMRI on stimuli of different affective significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCH</th>
<th>Norm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>«Threatening» category</td>
<td>Prefrontal cortex (left) Cingulate gyrus (anterior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«Neutral» category</td>
<td>Temporal cortex (left) Precuneus (right) Thalamus Hippocampus Hipothalamus Amigdala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frontal cortex (left) Orbital cortex Temporoparietal cortex (left)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

The results are shown in Figure 1 and in the Table 1. With neutral stimuli more activated subcortical structures appeared in the group of patients while in norm more activated were temporo-parietal-occipital and frontal areas of the left hemisphere and orbital cortex. More activated areas in response to threatening stimuli in norm became prefrontal area of the left hemisphere and anterior part of gyrus cingulate while in patients it was only temporo-parietal-occipital area of the left hemisphere.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCH</th>
<th>NORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral stimuli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Figure 1: Active regions on two groups of stimuli in patients and control." /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threatening stimuli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Figure 1: Active regions on two groups of stimuli in patients and control." /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In ERP study in patients with paranoid schizophrenia we found the increase of both parameters – latency and amplitude of P200, P300 and N400 components to negative emotional stimuli in comparison with neutral ones and called this phenomenon paradox effect.

Discussion

Thus, our fMRI study shows that the limbic structures to neutral stimuli in schizophrenic patients are hyperactivated while the cortical ones – hypoactivated, pointing to decreased level of cortical inhibition in prefrontal and temporoparietal areas of the left hemisphere in paranoid schizophrenia. The brain structures reaction to biologically more important (threatening) stimuli in norm includes only the activation of temporo-parietal-occipital areas due to the preliminary brain analysis of the neutral (background) stimuli. However, malfunction of the background stimuli analysis in patients evidently requires the additional activation of prefrontal areas of the left hemisphere and cingulate gyrus during perception of the threatening stimuli. This additional activation obtained in patients by fMRI method coincides with their physiological results-simultaneous increase of both of ERPs components parameters, amplitude and latency, to the threatening stimuli in comparison with the neutral ones that we called paradox effect. We suppose that these additional components revealed by fMRI and ERPs methods may link to “additional” hallucinatory-paranoid syndrome.

Conclusion

i. Our neuroimaging study shows hyperactivation of limbic and hypoactivation of the highest cortical structures to emotionally neutral and the opposite results to biologically significant (emotional negative) stimuli in patients with paranoid schizophrenia.

ii. Our ERPs study reveals in patients paradox effect – simultaneous increase of both ERP parameters – latencies and amplitudes to biologically significant stimuli.

iii. We suppose that additional effects revealed in patients with paranoid schizophrenia by fMRI and ERP methods can link to positive “additional” symptoms revealed in these patients by PANSS.
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